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How a blind Rhode Island 
boatbuilder kept his vision.

into the 
FOG

BBob Day received news that would change the way he looked at 
things in 1972. “You’re going blind!” his ophthalmologist curtly 
blurted. An electrical engineer and boatbuilder living in 
Middletown, the then 48-year-old Day had been dreaming of 

a life somewhere along the coast ever since he built his first kayak at the 
age of 14 in his hometown of Topeka, Kansas. After accepting a job as 
program manager with Raytheon’s Submarine Signal Division in 1964, he 
was finally able to move his own family to Rhode Island. Day was in the 
midst of his dream and he wasn’t about to be roused.

Macular degeneration is a disease in the eye that slowly destroys sharp 
central vision. When the doctor explained to Day that his sight would 
gradually become spotty and blurry, he was devastated, yet the tenacious 
boatman remained determined to stay the course. Like sailing into dense 
fog, Day learned to adapt. In 1982, he opened North Island Marine, a 
commercial boatbuilding business in Portsmouth, and over the next four 
decades, he continued to build and sell various styles of watercraft from 
Maine peapods to steel workboats. He began using magnification devices, 
some he built himself and some later provided by the Veterans 
Administration, to help read charts and drawings. He took his family and 
friends on spirited journeys aboard Greensleeves — his most beloved cruising 
sailboat — from their mooring at the Ida Lewis Yacht Club to Block Island, 
Martha’s Vineyard, Bar Harbor, Nova Scotia and Bermuda. 

It was 20 years before he was pronounced legally blind, and by then he 
had long since relinquished himself from driving, opting to take the bus or 
catch a ride instead. But when the bus left him stranded one stormy winter 
night, he decided to sell the shop and begin working from his garage.

A hand carved sign reading his shop moniker hangs above a 13½ foot 
sea sled that awaits a coat of resin. It’s the 30th he’s built to date, but at 90 
years of age, Day finally admits this may be his last. His ever-fading sight 
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Bob’s 90th birthday cruise with his family aboard 
the 12 Meter Weatherly in Newport Harbor. Day cruising aboard Greensleeves in Newport Harbor in the 1970s. 
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became so poor over the course of the project that he 
asked his kind and handy neighbor, Pete Ludwig, to assist 
in its completion. “There’s nothing he wouldn’t tackle 
without big confidence,” says Ludwig. “I sure learned 
some tricks of the trade, but the big takeaway for me was 
that Bob is a huge inspiration.”

  

The first time Day stepped onto a boat, he was six 
years old. His father had taken the family on vacation to 
Massachusetts where they journeyed to Plymouth Harbor 
to board a visiting Navy destroyer, which could only be 
accessed by a smaller boat. “On that ride, I remember 
looking out and seeing the bluff from inside the bay,” Day 
recalls. “I was mesmerized, and from that moment on I 
was absolutely enamored with the idea of being on water.”

Since then his sight has been nearly erased, but his 
passion and his wit remain tack sharp. Each morning he 
spends about three hours working in the garage before 
his legs need a rest. After lunch he communicates with 
friends via e-mail, Skype and his trusty ham radio. In the 
afternoon, he keeps in shape by riding a stationary bicycle 
and performing a series of exercises recommended by his 
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physical therapist. He maintains decent 
peripheral vision but suffers from blind 
spots in or near the center of the retina 
—much like you would get from staring 
into the sun for too long. As it degenerates, 
finer details are lost and vision becomes 
blurred, so Day adapted by learning to 
scan over an area in the shop until he can 
see in his periphery what he is trying to 
find. The trick, he says, is to keep his tools 
where he last  used them. He also 
developed a greater dependence on feel, 
for the positioning of objects or the 
change of shape in his woodwork. “A 
brush of the hand can tell you a lot about 
what you are working on,” he explains 
while running his leathered palm across 
the smooth strip planked, white pine hull 
with simple mahogany gunwales.

The transom is canted and the side 
planks are only slightly flared, giving the 
boat a square feel. The bow is raked at 45 
degrees with a significant concavity that 
blends to a slight double concavity by 
mid-hull and runs almost flat at the stern. 
The sled is the fourth in a series of 
experimental designs that Day has been 

working on with longtime friend and 
fellow boat designer, Jim Kyle — each 
version modified to increase the speed-to-
horse power ratio, improve performance 
in turns and choppy water, and be more 
fuel-efficient. The project came about 
simply because Day was looking for 
something to build. So Kyle supplied the 
designs and materials, and Day provided 
the labor. The boat is not flashy, but the 
fact that Day continues working with 
people who are pushing design boundaries 
demonstrates true passion from an 
unlikely boatbuilder.

  

Day’s passion for boating is like a 
deep running current — if you’re not 
careful it may sweep you right up. Such 
was the case with his two protégés, both 
of whom continued in the boatbuilding 
and sailing industry. Kyle originally met 
Day through the Junior Sailing Program 
at the Ida Lewis Yacht Club. “Bob got me 
started on the right foot,” Kyle notes. “He 
showed me how you could learn skills and 
become a competent sailor. But I was also 
inspired by the fact that he was an 
engineer, and had built Greensleeves in his 

yard. I figured if he could do it, then 
maybe I could too, and that led to my life 
in the boating industry.” 

Day’s grandson, Simon Larsen, also 
has fond memories of his childhood 
building and sailing boats together. In 
2001, they designed and built a 21-foot, 
wooden auxiliary cruising sloop Rosy. 
“When I was younger I remember visiting 
my grandparents and we would always be 
out on the water,” says Larsen. “When I 
was 18, I built a little boat with my 
grandfather. It was a scaled-down version 
of a Grand Banks Dory. I was so excited to 
share in his passion.”

Day has begun a scale model of the 
magnificent Greensleeves, with his wife of 
67 years, Rosemary, offering spiritual 
support, a second opinion and judgment 
about shapes. “There’s a special sense of 
satisfaction in taking a design from idea 
to completion,” he says. If every boat tells 
a story, then this model Greensleeves’ tale 
is one of a man whose profound love of 
family and boating just won’t let him quit. 
“I go looking for things I like to do, and 
since I can’t build boats anymore, I’m 
doing this.”
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Jim Kyle and 
Bob Day at work.
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